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Ironically, the healthcare industry isn’t being very healthy. There’s an epidemic  
taking place across healthcare organizations, and it’s time for a check-up.

We’ve seen healthcare organizations become increasingly targeted by threat actors over the past few years, a trend that 

almost every industry is facing these days. There’s a lot of talk around medical device vulnerabilities and ransomware 

attacks against healthcare organizations, but their most sought-after asset is their data. With new data privacy and 

compliance laws in place, patient data has become increasingly valuable, and increasingly difficult to protect. Further-

more, this data often can’t be changed or mitigated once it’s exposed. People can’t change their Date of Birth or health 

conditions the way they can change their credit card number, so the fallout from these attacks can go on for many years 

after the initial breach.

As healthcare organizations attempt to move data online and increase  

accessibility for authorized users, they’ve dramatically increased their  

attack surface, providing cybercriminals with new vectors to steal ePHI. 

Yet, these organizations have not prioritized investments in cybersecurity 

tools or procedures. Healthcare budgets are tight, and if there’s an 

opportunity to purchase a new MRI machine versus make a new IT or 

cybersecurity hire, the new MRI machine often wins out. Healthcare 

organizations need to carefully balance accessibility and protection.

In this research report, we will explore a key area of the healthcare attack surface, which is often the easiest to avoid—

exposed databases. It’s not only old or outdated databases that get breached, but also newly established platforms that 

are vulnerable due to misconfiguration and/or open access.

Methodology 
For this report, we wanted to understand how easy it is for someone to search for and find vulnerable or exposed 

healthcare databases. While many other industries suffer from similar exposures, healthcare organizations are particu-

larly at risk because of the sensitivity of ePHI and medical data. 

For our research, we chose a couple of popular technologies used for handling medical records, including known and 

widely used commercial databases, legacy services still in use today, and new sites or protocols that try to mitigate 

some of the vulnerabilities of past methods. We wanted to demonstrate that you can easily find access to sensitive data 

in each state: at rest, in transit, or on in use.

The tactics we used were pretty simple: Google searches, reading technical documentation of the aforementioned tech-

nologies, subdomain enumeration, and some educated guessing about the combination of sites, systems and data. All 

of the examples presented here were freely accessible, and required no intrusive methods to obtain. Simply knowing 

where to look (like the IP address, name or protocol of the service used) was often enough to access the data.

healthCare 
organizations  
need to Carefully 
balanCe aCCessibility 
and ProteCtion
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exPosed healthCare systeMs: Key findings
In our research, we found numerous examples of exposed healthcare systems and databases, using a variety of tactics. 

We tried to focus on systems that hold patient data, as these DBs are the most important to protect. 

Before we show some examples, let’s do a brief summary of our findings using some estimated (and very rough) math.

findings & aCtivity suMMary
The following table contains a high-level summary and estimated metrics for our findings from this research to provide 

context for how hackers may perform similar activities.

total Research hours

estimated Rate of 
exposed Databases

Records Discovered  
per hour 

estimated Black Market 
price per Medical Record

annual hacker salary 
(40 Hours/Week, 50 Weeks/Year)

total exposed  
Records Discovered

30%
1.5 
Million

90 
hours

$1 $33

16,667 
Medical Records / Hour

Per Record

total Databases 
evaluated

total Databases 
Found exposed

50

15

+Million
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Let’s provide some commentary for some of these numbers.

estiMated rate of exPosed databases: 30%
Although our findings were not statistically significant, our rate of 30% is fairly consistent with what we’re seeing across 

all industries for exposed assets. In our research report, DevOps Beware: Your Servers Are Open for Business, we found 

that over 23% of DevOps servers were openly accessible via the web.

total exPosed reCords: 1.5 Million
One of the databases we found in our search contained 1.3 million records, which is a relatively large database for this 

kind of searching. Therefore, our total figure may be a bit exaggerated, but the number is impressive regardless. Even if 

it is exaggerated, hackers can find a large number of records in just a few hours of work, and this data can be used to 

make money in a variety of ways.

annual salary: $33+ Million
This number assumes that a hacker can continue to find records at a rate of 16,667 per hour and works 40 hour weeks 

for the entire year. While this number may also be exaggerated, it shows the potential for cybercriminals to make large 

amounts of money using this data. 

It’s also important to note that ePHI and medical data is harder to make money with compared to other data, like credit 

card info. Cybercriminals tend to be lazy, and it’s much quicker to try using a stolen credit card to make a fraudulent 

purchase than to buy ePHI data and run a phishing or extortion campaign. This may lessen the value of ePHI data in the 

eyes of some cybercriminals; however, ePHI data has a longer shelf-life and can be used for more sophisticated and 

more successful campaigns.
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attaCKer Motivations
Threat actors usually follow the money. Where there is a chance to make a quick buck, cybercriminals will flock. But 

healthcare organizations don’t typically hold any type of currency. Attackers who target the industry usually do it for one 

of three reasons: 

1. state-sponsored apts targeting critical Infrastructure: APTs are more sophisticated and are usually 

more difficult to stop. They will attempt to infiltrate a network to test tools and techniques to set the stage 

for a larger, future attack, or to obtain information on a specific individual’s medical condition.

2. attackers seeking personal Data: Attackers seeking personal data can use it in multiple ways. They can 

create and sell ePHI lists (called Fullz), they can blackmail individuals or organizations in exchange for the 

data (see Figure 1), or they can use it as a basis for further fraud, like phishing, Smishing, or scam calls.

3. attackers taking control of Medical Devices for Ransom: Attackers targeting vulnerable infrastructure 

won’t usually target healthcare databases, but will target medical IT equipment and infrastructure to spread 

malware that exploits specific vulnerabilities and demands a ransom to release the infected devices. Since 

medical devices tend to be updated infrequently (or not at all), this provides a relatively easy target for 

hackers to take control.

Each of these scenarios pose a risk of its own, and are driven by different motivations. Therefore, hackers will use 

different tactics in each scenario to accomplish their goal.

Figure 1: Hacker Note Requesting Ransom to Get DB Back

“To recover your losT daTa: send 0.2 BTc To our 
BiTcoin address and conTacT us By eMail wiTh 
your server iP address and Proof of PayMenT.”
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ChroniC issues: data ManageMent and 
Collaboration
A common initiative across all healthcare organizations is increasing the level of collaboration and information sharing. 

Making data accessible between local clinics, physicians, hospitals and health insurance providers helps speed up 

treatments and gives doctors important background information to make crucial medical decisions. 

But with this data-sharing comes a multitude of security issues. As you increase access to data, you increase your 

exposure to unauthorized access. As we’ve seen in our research, many healthcare organizations are struggling to 

manage all the different access levels and exposure points of their databases. 

There are two main factors contributing to this challenge. 

1. Varying software solutions for Data storage and sharing: Each solution has its own set of access levels, 

defaults, implementations and configurations. As organizations adopt more technologies, it becomes harder 

to map your digital exposure (a.k.a your digital footprint). Many of these systems are built using off-the-

shelf databases, such as Elasticsearch or MongoDB, and the access to these DBs is often misconfigured. 

Even if organizations keep the data in a local DB, they still need to allow access to the data through shared 

protocols or web APIs to collaborate. Managing the access credentials is a big task for an organization that 

needs to collaborate with dozens, or even hundreds of other organizations. A leak of one API key from one 

partner organization, can compromise an entire patient DB.

2. Data standardization to Increase ease of sharing: Healthcare organizations have begun using known 

and agreed upon tags, symbols and technology to encourage fluent communication between all these 

systems. Standardization is a good thing in general, but it makes it easier to understand protocols, 

databases, and communication. Having a basic understanding of how these systems communicate with 

each other makes it easy to know what to look for.

These two factors create a wide array of challenges that make it very hard to find the right balance of accessibility  

and protection.
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exPosed database exaMPles
Major regional CliniC: elastiCsearCh exaMPle
Elasticsearch is a known and widely used database. If its not protected by a third-party security pack or hidden from the 

public web on an internal network, you can access it just by knowing the IP address of the server. 

Tools such as Shodan allow you to search for open databases. Since medical data usually contains specific words or 

objects, like physician, patient, diagnosis, disease, etc., it is very easy to identify medical DB’s from other types of data.

Using Shodan, we searched for Elasticsearch databases and port numbers to try to identify openly accessible 

healthcare databases. After just a few hours of searching using this technique, we found this database (Figure 2) from a 

major regional clinic of a big European capital. This database contains over 1.3M patient records.

Figure 2: Exposed Elasticsearch Database Containing 1.3M Patient Records
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loCal CliniC: Mongodb exaMPle 
Another popular database program is MongoDB. Just like Elasticsearch, it is a generic DB that’s used by various 

industries, one of them being healthcare organizations. Using search techniques similar to the Elasticsearch example 

above, we found the following patient database from a Canadian clinic openly accessible (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Exposed Canadian Clinic Patient DB Built on MongoDB
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hosPital: sMb serviCe exaMPle 
SMB Service is a file sharing protocol, usually used to access 

files within an internal network. It is most-known because of 

the WannaCry ransomware attacks, which utilized (and still can 

today) a zero-day flaw in V1 of the protocol to attack thousands of 

organizations, many of which were in the healthcare industry.

SMB has poor security features and should not be exposed to the 

public web. With that said, many old backup services use SMB to 

communicate and transfer files. Many of these services are kept as 

legacy services and are easily accessible from the web. 

It seems that even one and a half years after the initial WannaCry 

outbreak, organizations are still exposing their SMB service to the 

web. Here is a list of directories from an Asian hospital that we 

found using this SMB service (Figure 4). Note: directories such as 

“Imaging_Xray-CArm”, “Critical_Care-Patients-Pumps-Anesthesia 

Disk” and “Cardiology_ECG-Defibrillator-TMT” contain very intimate 

and dangerous information and images.

hosPital: ftP serviCe exaMPle 
FTP is a very old and known way to share files across the Internet. It is also a scarcely protected protocol that has no 

encryption built in, and only asks you for a username and password combination, which can be brute forced or sniffed 

by network scanners very easily.

Here we found a hospital in the US that has its FTP server exposed (Figure 5). FTP’s usually hold records and backup 

data, and are kept open to enable backup to a remote site. It could be a neglected backup procedure left open by IT 

that the hospital doesn’t even know exists.

Figure 4: Exposed SMB Service

Figure 5: A US Children’s Hospital Open FTP site
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Cdr integration serviCes: fhir ProtoCol exaMPle 

FHIR stands for “Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources” and it is a communication protocol and standard for 

exchanging electronic health records. FHIR is essentially a server that healthcare organizations setup to make their 

medical records accessible to other organizations in a simple and uniform way. 

FHIR has a number of security measures in place, and you do need an API key to access it. But healthcare 

organizations still misconfigure this service, making their medical records publicly available. Even with security 

measures in place, sometimes the number of clients that access this service makes it very hard to track who has the 

API key to access the server. 

Another fault is its lack of leveled privileges between different clients, which gives anyone with an API key access to 

the whole DB, regardless of whether they are allowed to view other patient data or not. This is also a problem as it is 

hard to track the specific API keys handed out to clients, and it enlarges the exposure of the patients DB to third-party 

compromises.

API access is simple and uniform. Knowing the standard fields used by the FHIR protocol makes it very easy to scan 

and extract complete databases with simple HTTP requests. A lot of CDR (Clinical Data Repository) systems uses the 

FHIR protocol to make data accessible, and a poorly implemented solution can expose whole databases of patient 

information including: patient name, photo, email, height, weight, diagnosis, medical history, medical conditions, 

treatments and drug prescriptions, which are all sensitive data points that cannot be changed after they have been 

exposed (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Patient Diagnosis from an Exposed FHIR Server
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3rd Party Patient ManageMent serviCes exaMPle 
For smaller clinics that don’t have the budget to setup a local EHR system, there are a number of cloud hosted 

solutions. These solutions allow multiple clinics to login to a site in which they will run their whole operation.

But some of these sites are poorly secured. Some of them use an easy-to-hack username and password combination, 

without any multi-factor authentication. Furthermore, some of the sites have vulnerabilities that allow simple access to 

their management console.

Here we have the site of a Texas EHR system, which suffered from a web vulnerability that allows anyone who knows 

the URL to the admin console access to the entire system database (Figure 7).

The site holds data on thousands of patients and dozens of physicians. The system also holds the data of dozens of 

clinics, including patient list, physicians list, patient diagnosis, DWC forms, fax and email correspondence, treatments, 

and billing information (Figure 8).

Figure 7: Exposed EHR System Admin Console
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Figure 8: Exposed Medical History Record
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reCoMMendations 

As we can see from this research, healthcare organizations are not doing a very good job of protecting their patient 

data. With simple search techniques and a basic understanding of how these systems work, you can find an endless 

amount of ePHI data.

Healthcare organizations must understand their digital assets and which systems may be exposed. Each system is 

different, so you should refer to its specific security features and settings to ensure they are secured properly. However, 

here are a few general best practices for evaluating if your data is exposed and/or at risk. 

1. Use Multi-Factor authentication for Web applications: If you’re using a system that only needs a 

username and password to login, you’re making it significantly easier to access. Make sure you have MFA 

setup to reduce unauthorized access.

2. tighter access control to Resources: Limit the number of credentials to each party accessing the 

database. Additionally, limit specific parties’ access to only the information they need. This will minimize 

your chance of being exploited through a 3rd party, and if you are, will limit the damage of that breach.

3. Monitor for Big or Unusual Database Reads: These may be an indication that a hacker or unauthorized 

party is stealing information. It’s a good idea to setup limits on database reads and make sure requests for 

big database reads involve some sort of manual review or confirmation.

4. Limit Database Access to Specific IP Ranges: Mapping out the organizations that need access to your 

data is not an easy task. But it will give you tighter control on who’s accessing your data and enable you to 

track and identify anomalous activity. You can even tie specific credentials to specific IP ranges to further 

limit access and track strange behavior more closely.

5. Use 3rd party Intelligence and pen-testing services: Using a hacker’s point of view can help you 

understand where you are vulnerable and weak. These intelligence and testing services enable you to view 

your organization like an attacker would, so you can prioritize and lock down access to sensitive data.
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IntSights is redefining cyber security with the industry’s first and only enterprise threat management platform that transforms tailored threat 
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operations. This has made IntSights’ one of the fastest growing cyber security companies in the world. IntSights has offices in Tel Aviv, 
Amsterdam, New York and Dallas and is backed by Glilot Capital Partners, Tola Capital, Blumberg Capital, Blackstone and Wipro Ventures.  
 
To learn more, visit www.intsights.com.
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